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The preceding Comment by Goodfriend [Phys. Rev. A 41, 1730 (1990)]contains three criticisms
of our model for analytical quantum-defect wave functions uis-a-vis the atomic Fues potential of
Simous [J. Phys. Chem. 55, 756 (1971)]. We rebut the first two criticisms explicitly. This makes the
third criticism moot. We stand by our results.
The preceding Comment' by Goodfriend discusses our
papers on the supersymmetry-inspired quantum-
defect model (QDM). The Comment especially criticizes
our latest paper in three respects. It claims that (i) refer-
ence was not given to literature with mathematical solu-
tions of our type, (ii) our model is equivalent to the 1971
atomic Fues potential (AFP) of Simons, and hence (iii)
our wave functions yield "unreliable" expectation values.
The latter claim is only on the grounds of Goodfriend's
assertion that the AFP wave functions are unreliable.
We will rebut the first two assertions explicitly; the re-
buttal of point (ii) thereby will make the assertion (iii)
moot.
(i) History. In Ref. 7 of our previous paper, we ob-
serve that the mathematical solutions exist in the classic
work of Infeld and Hull. This work was published some
20 years before Simons's paper.
Note also that in 1967 Parsons and Weisskopf pro-
posed on physical grounds that the alkali-metal atoms
should have the principle-quantum-number labeling of
the AFP.
(ii) Physics. Our model is not the same as Simons's,
even though the casual reader might think so. The truth
of this assertion is related to one of the fundamental con-
cepts of modern quantum mechanics: isospectral Hamil-
tonians. ' The point is that there are an infinite num-
ber of physically inequivalent potentials that have the
same energy eigenvalues. To establish the physics one
needs not only the eigenvalues but also the scattering
data, e.g., wave functions and therefore transition proba-
bilities.
We will show in general and also by specific example
that Simons's wave functions and transition probabilities
are inequivalent to ours. This proves the inequivalence of
the two models.
To begin, we establish the two models in compatible
notation. We use spectroscopic notation (n, l) to denote
energy levels. The lowest physical value of n in a given
series is denoted n;„,e.g. , n;„=3 for the sodium s and p
levels. A caret is used to denote the value of an AFP
quantity in our QDM notation.
The effective potential in the QDM is
Vo™=[I '(I '+ 1)—I (I + 1)]/y
where
g QDM
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where
(4)
n'=n —5(1) (5)
with
min ~ min +
The effective potential in the AFP is
V " =2Bt/y =[I (I +1)—l(1+1)]/y
(6)
(7)
where BI is Simons's eigenenergy-matching parameter.
The AFP eigenenergies are
~AFP 1
48 '
where
h *=P +
—,
'+ [(I + i ) +2Bt ]' (9)
with
I' = I —5(1)+I (I),
2pey= r.
g2
Here, 5(l) is the quantum defect, and the integer I(1) is
constrained to lie in the range
5(l) —I —
—,
' (I(I) ~ n;„—I —1
by the requirement that the kinetic energy, the potential
energy, and the wave functions are separately normaliz-
able. The QDM eigenenergies are'
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P =n —n;„=0,1,2, . . . . (10) I =0 337
By definition,
n*=&*
.
I *=n —5(1)—P —1 . (12)
Therefore, by comparing Eqs. (2), (10), and (12) we find
that the equality of 1' and! ' holds if and only if
I(1)=n;„—I —1 . (13)
However, from Eq. (3) we see that in general this condi-
tion is not satisfied. This proves the inequivalence of the
QDM and the AFP.
To emphasize this proof, we consider the particular
case of the 3s-to-2p transition probability in lithium. (See
Table I of Ref. 4.) For the QDM, the radial wave func-
tions are
(»)=R26 —04 ~
(2P)=R& 9s o 95
(14)
where the normalized eigenfunctions R +,+ are given inn, l
Eq. (11)of Ref. 4. In contrast, for the AFP one has
1p (3$}=R
& 95 o 95 .
(15)
The inequivalence of the two models is already apparent.
Continuing, nevertheless, using Eqs. (13)—(15) of Ref. 4
to calculate the dipole matrix elements and hence the
transition probabilities I, one finds (in units of 10 Hz)
the different results
This relates the quantum defect 5(l ) and the parameter
81. (See Ref. 18.) It also means that any equivalence of
the QDM and the AFP eigenfunctions would depend on
I* being equal to i *. From Eqs. (5), (7), (9), and (11) we
obtain
=0 478
(16}
Note that our QDM value agrees well with the accepted
value I "'=0.349.
(iii) Reliability of results . As mentioned above,
Goodfriend's third criticism concerning the reliability of
our results is logically in error, given the discussion in (ii),
and is therefore moot. In fact, Goodfriend's argument
against our model is based on his assertion that applying
his Simons-like pseudopotential to the excited states of
the hydrogen atom yields incorrect results. This last is ir-
relevant to our model. For the hydrogen atom, our mod-
el necessarily reduces to the standard solutions because
the quantum defect and the integer I(l) are zero.
To summarize, the Rydberg levels for our potential are
determined by n and by the quantum defect 5(l); those of
Simons's potential depend on an integer P, the angular
quantum number I, and a phenomenological parameter
8l. Even though the two descriptions agree on the
eigenenergies, they are in general inequivalent because
they can yield different eigenfunctions.
The new physics in our papers differentiates itself from
standard physics in that our wave functions may have
nonstandard nodal structures. Thus, given a Yl, the as-
sociated R„L do not necessarily have L =I. This means
the calculated results can be different. In fact, our results
display good large-distance Coulomb character, as can be
seen from the numerical successes of our model. ' These
successes have led to the use of our eigenfunctions as trial
wave functions for detailed numerical many-body calcula-
tions.
An argument in favor of our potential is the good
agreement we find with many-body calculations for tran-
sition probabilities in different atomic systems. Further-
more, our potential naturally incorporates the Lande for-
mula.
In conclusion, we stand by our results.
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